
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 

P E T R O L E U M  P R O  

The story of Project 37, a fundamental research program which has 

produced some spectacularly practical results in the petroleum industry 

1 v 1927 the Institute hecanie interested in a stud! of the 
behavior of the fluids produced from oil wells. The 
industry was familiar u ith the properties of natural gas. 
crude oil. and brackish water as they were collected at 
the well head. However. little was known as to their 
states under conditions prevailing before they entered 
the bottom of  the well. This situation seemed to offer 
an opportunity for pro\ idirig some basic knowledge 
{vhich would he of practical interest both to science and 
to technology. 

The study prograrn was initiated under a research 
p a n t  from funds f~~r t~ i she r l  jointlj b>  John D. Rorke- 
feller and the Utiiversal Oil Products Company. admiti- 
istered through a central committee of the rat ional  Re- 
~earc-ti Council. 

Research Project '37 at the Institute was one of some 
forty researches supported hy this fund during it" lirn- 
ited life. When the original fund was depleted. the 
American Petroleum Institute took over administration 
of the program. but because it was necessary to operate 
on  annual donations from individual oil companies. a 
sharp cut-back i n  support resulted. The program was 
reduced to three investigations and Project 37 in the 
rhemiral engineering laboratory of the Institute was 
wry  fortunate in being retained in active serticc. 

. ?  This form of cooperation between the American Pe- 
troleum Institute and the California Institute has con- 
tinned without interruption for nearly twenty-six years. 
and its largest aririiial budget t o  date has already been 
allotted for work during the ttventv-seventh year. Dur- 
ing this period the API revarc-ti prograrri has expanded 
to a total of  nirip projerts with an annual budget of  

nearly half a million dollars. 
The term "oil field" usuall? applies to an area at the 

surface of the earth within w h i c h  a number of wells 
are located. Beneath this location may lie a ~ e r i e s  of 

' r c s e r ~  oirs" at increasing depths below the surface. 
Often these reservoirs are essential l y  corripletel y sepre- 
gated from each other at time of discovery. The reser- 
voir or  producing formation consiqts of a slightly porous 
stratum in the earth's crust in the interstices of which 
hydrocarbon fluids have collecled during geologic' time. 

Not all porous strata rontain h\drorarhons: in fact. 
o n l y  are they so enriched when a corrihinatiori of factors 
happens to prove fav ora t ~ l e .  These factors include near- 
ness of organic- sediments which van he changed to hy- 
(Irocarhons. suitable conditions for this rhangc. ami 
charmels for movement of the hydrocarhon'-i to the cot- 
lecting '-trap"-such as that offered b y  an anticlinal 
fold in a porous stratum. 

The rriineral material rnaking u p  fat  orahle strata for 
petroleum collection is of <e(lirnentarv origin and varies 
in constitution from lightly cemented coarse sarid'-itone 
to hard. shalelike rock. with exreedinpily small porr  
spaces between the fine grains of clay. In some cases 
porou." or shattered l ime~tone forrnatious serve as a 
collecting zone. 

As a well is drilled deeper into the earth's crust. the 
temperature and pressure at the bottom of the hole are 
found to increase. Wells have been rlriteti to depths o f  

approximately 20.000 feet while qnhsurfare temperatures 
exceeding 350' F' and pressures approximatirig 9000 
pounds per square inch or more have been measured. 

Although these extreme conditions hart not heen en- 
countered at the time Project ; )7  uas  started---when 
~ h a l  l o ~ e r  wel Is were sufficient to suppl! the d~rriarn-I 
i t  nevertheless seemed likely that a mixture of mii-lc 
oil. natural gas. and water, when subjected to high [ires- 
sure and temperature. ivoiild hat e deciderli y different 
properties than when existing at normal room conditions. 
The available knowledge regardir~g this situation at that 
time has  VPTV meager. 



The petroleum production engineer, who is hi charge 
of the t'conumir and eifectiv e e x p l o i ~ i t i o ~ i  of an)  giv e ~ i  
petroleum reservoir. hear;? a heal j reapoiisihility to his 
rornpatiy and the nation because, by i-nit)roper nianipula- 
tion. it is \ e i j  ras j  tu permit a severe loso of a xital 
natural resourre In lea\ ing umiecessarily large aniounts 
1 1  oil in the formatio~i  in an fr~corionnicall y unrecx)verable 
condition. i n  order to dvoid such losses. the engineer 
requires not onl? skill. but an accurate knowledge of 
the behavior of the materials nith which he is working. 
under all the cundition:? to be met in practice. I t  \\Â£ 

the oLjeeti\e of Project ,S7 to add JP  much as  j)osaible 
to his fund of inf urnidtion. 

r ?  Jhe  hydrocarbon;- found in a petroleum reservoir 
conipris-e a very large number of con'ij)ounds of carbon 
and h j  d r o p ~ i .  made uj) of molecules conla in ingf rum 
) i ~ e  cashon dtorn to many tells of them. and varviiig 
i*orrespoiidingl J) in phy sical ])ropertie:?. Those with the 
emallest rnulerules a re  gaseous under ordinary coiidi- 
tioiia. or at least highly volatile; uhereas the largest 
uiolec'ules ~wrrespoiiii to viscous liquids of low v olatilit) . 
or even to solids \\hfn in the pure state. Because of a 
fanlily similarit j between ther-e ~ ~ o n i l ) o ~ ~ ~ i d s .  they are all 
soluhlt! in edvh oiher to i-osne extent. 

The behavior of the mixture 

J t  might at first be thought that in mixtures of' 1qd1.o- 
carbons. each one niigli t contribute to the composite 
properties of the mixture in direct proportion to the 
fractional part its mole(;ule~ contribute to the \vhole. 
r 7 1 his relations-hip does hold in a semi-quantitive nay, 
and it has been i r r j  useful tu the industry in predicting 
properties of complex hydrocarbon mixtures when ap- 
plied under the most favorable conditions. However, 
I vcrj iniportaii~ t - u n i p ~ ~ ~ n d a  t)f lo\+ 11101ecuJar weight 
digress marked1 j f rom snch behavior. par t icu la r l~  at 
Iligli temperatures and j)ressures. Under these latter 
conditions. which have come more to he the rule than 
the exception in petroleum productio.11. the behavior of 
mixtures is v e q  complex. and not siisceptible to accu- 
rate prediction b) means of an)  simple relation. 

fliesc farts \\ere determined ear l j  in the life of the 

project. and it became evident that much information 
would have to he r-ollected before the problem could 
he solied. One waj  to approach the imeatigation uould 
be to make direct measurement:; of the important 1)rop- 
ertiea of dl1 the coniplex mixtures found in the under- 
ground reserv oirs. Hmvev er. hecause of the wide varia- 
lion hi composition found in  these mixtures. a.nd the 
great dillerences in tempeiature ami pressure between 
reservous. this attack d i d  nut seem to offer as much 
chance of giv i n ~ f u n r i a ~ n e n i a l  ii~iderstandingcuf the iii- 
dh idual eil'ects ot composition. temperature. and pres- 
ain't-. a s  did an approach ~ * u ~ ~ s i ' i t i ~ i g o f  studying first the 
behavior of single hydrocarhona. t h m  of mixtures of  
various pairs. to  be followed I)y =tndies of t en i aq  ays- 
leni?. This procedure "would s e n e  to c~rcertain the con- 
tribution of each hjdrocar1)oii to the behavior of (lie 
mixture. 

The project developed equipment and experimental 
methods for  measuring the volume occupied by known 
weight* of h) drucarhoii material under pressure;s from 
that of the atmosphere up to 10.000 pounda per square 
inch. at temperatures r a i i g ing f rom little above the 
freezing point of water to over 450'' 17. 1t w also pea- 
sihle to ascertain quantitatively 1 1 0 ~  much of this vulunu: 
was occupied b j  Iicjuid and how much was gas phase. 

Ti& type of information, was needed by the petroleu~n 
engineer for  a number of reasons. From a knowledge 
of the composition and volume of material vsithdrdv~i 
from a well and gauged at surface conditions. he  had 
need to knou the corresponding volume of the material 
when still in the reservoir. and also 11uw much of it had 
been liquid and  ION miwh gab under the conditioris pre- 
vailing there. If he kriev^ the extent of the reservoir dnd 
the poros i t~  of the "sand". he conid then estimate the 
reaerve of petroleum (*ontairied in the re:?enoir. and to 
how much oil and gas at the surface it would correspond. 
If the reservoir was o11e of fixed total volume. lie could 
estimate the rate of decline of pressure to he e x p e c ~ - d  
for  a given rate of t t i t h d r a ~ a l  through i+e!ls. 

r ?  I he project dloo studied the energy imo l i ed  hi 
changes of state of h j  dr t~car l~ons .  These therrnod) iianiii 
properties are important to the production engineer be- 
cause. in man) cases. tlie energ) stored in the h j  dro- 
rarbons under high pressure is relied upon to force the 
material up the bore of the hell a number of thousand 
feet above its original location. 11' this stored energy is 
unnecessarily dissipated hy poor productiun practice. , 

the cost]) process of pu1nj)i11g must he reborted to edrliei' 
it1 the life of the field. Also. in manj  m e ^ .  this stored 
energy must he used in moving petroleum fluids through 
the fine pore channels toward the vtell in order that the) 
m a j  be lifted thence to the surface. 

Theory and practice 

As an example of the use which could be made of' 

these types of information by men in the industrj. there 
can be cited the case of a deep hell drilled in Texas 
which showed hhat  was thought lo be verj peculiar be- 
havior. g ellb drilled to the bottom of this particular 
reservoir produced a relatively heav ? 1 ~ 0 ~  n crude oi I. 
and only moderate amounts of gas. when the mixture 
was brought to the surface. 

On the other hand. \tells which onl j  went down to 
the upper part of the reservoir produced a large qudn- 
tit) of gas. and a smaller amount of liquid which \vds 

entirely different from the oil issuing from the same 
formation through deeper uells. This liquid v,â  pale 
yell ow, relative1 J .nun-\ iscous. and rather v olat ile. The 
ratio uf gas to this light liquid s taled constant will) dif- 
ferent rates of production, althougli niost vvellb vary iii 
gas-to-oil ratio under these conditions. Project 37 was 
ahle. 1)) drawing up t~n  its findings from studies ul simple 
system;?. to explain this anornalj to the production men. 

Under rondition;s n t  high temperature and pressure. 
when hot11 gas and liquid phase's are prestanl. the dense 
pas phase will hold much greater quantities of inter- 



mediate hydrocarbons than under normal surface con- 
ditions. As a result. when some of this rich gas is 
hrought to the surface. and its temperature and pres- 
sure lowered thereby. a separation occurs which results 
in a normal natural gas. together with some liquid con- 
sisting only of the intermediate hydrocarbons formerly 
held in the reservoir gas. 

This liquid. which was later called condensate. was 
not greatly different from gasoline. and was thus o f  

more than average value. The heavy brown oil pro- 
duced from the deep wells of the same reservoir was 
drawn from the liquid phase underground, and. when 
brought to the surface at lower pressure. some of the 
gas constituents which were dissolved in it underground 
separated. giving a comparative1 y small gas-to-oil ratio. 

Another peculiarity of this well was that the water 
produced with the hydrocarbons from the upper part 
of the reservoir was fresh water. whereaq that coming 
OLII  with the heavy oil was brackish. as is usually the 
case. Here again an explanation was available. because 
the dense gas phase underground was able to contain 
more water vapor than normal. and when the material 
was brought out to surface conditions this excess water 
condensed out. thus producing substantially distilled 
water. 

The project was able to point out to the industry thai. 
in the case of fields containing rich gases of this type. 
i f  the pressure i n  the reservoir was allowed to decrease 
to any great extent. the same sort of deposition of liquids 
would occur underground. and the valuable liquid would 
lie partially lost in the pores of the rock. 

The cycling process 
As time went on. a large number of fields of the con- 

densate type were discovered. and in nearly all cases i t  
was possible. because of understanding the necessary 
procedures. to arrange to operate a whole field as a 
'single production unit and carry out the process known 
as cycling. This ronsi'sted in making the separation of 
( oruletii'a~e at the curface. recompressing the resulting 
natural gas to a pressure higher than that i n  the reser- 
voir. and then reinjecting the gas undergroimd in order 
to keep the presqure there high enough to prevent pre- 
mature condetisatiorl. 

Today many mil lions of dollars have been invested 
in cycling plants. and undoubtedly very large quantities 
of liquid hydrocarbons have been recovered which 
\+ oulrl  otherwise have been lost. 

Because the project elected to take the long range ap- 
l~roarh .  its early experimental results were of necessity 
on ly  applicable in  principle to the complex problems 
of the field. Enough work was done with field samples 
to show their general behavior and to test various ways 
of sampling the fluids from producing wells. The ex- 
perimental methods and apparatus developed were of 
immediate interest to the industry. and in a relatively 
short time a number of producing companies had set 
u p  laboratories to study their own immediate problems. 
Vpnn  graduation. a niimher of students who had had ex- 

perience with the project took iln active part in these 
developments, 

In addition to the volumetric and energy character- 
istics of hydrocarbon mixtures there are several prop- 
erties which are of direct interest to the engineer. One 
of these is the interfacial tension between liquid hydro- 
carbons and gaseous hydrocarbons, water. or rock solids. 
Although Project 37 has made no measurements of this 
sort. some work done under one of the earlier projects 
carried out at the Institute indicated that when the hy- 
drocarbon liquids were in equilibrium contact with 
pas at high pressure. the tendency to drain from wetted 
pore spaces increased with increase in pressure. This 
points to an advantage to be gained by keeping the for- 
rnation pressure as high as practicable. 

Effects of temperature and pressure 
A second important property is the viscosity of the 

Huid's. particularly the liquids. because high viscosity 
tends to lower the mobility of the oil through the minute 
rock channels toward the well. and increases the energy 
required to accomplish the movement. Project 37 studied 
the effect of pressure and temperature upon the viscosity 
of gases and liquids under the conditions characteristic 
of petroleum reservoirs. From these measurements also 
appeared good reasons for pressure maintenance. he- 
cause a molasses-like crude oil. when saturated wi th  
natural gas at reservoir conditions. ran have its viscosity 
lowered almost to that of kerosene-a tremendous gain 
for ease of movement in flow channels. 

The findings of the project i n  favor of pressure main- 
tenance came at a time when conservation measures i n  
petroleum production were becoming much more irnpor- 
tant. and they served to reinforce the belief of fr~rward- 
looking engineers that. whenever possible. field opera- 
tions should he unitized for each reservoir as soon as 
possible after discovery. and steps should be taken to 
avoid unnecessary decrease i n  formation pressure. 

In the rase of reservoirs in which the pressure had 
already declined. consideration was given to the desira- 
hility of trying to restore higher preqsure hy injer-tiori 
of natural gas from other sources. The project found 
that. although energy for movement of oil could thus 
be supplied. it was by no means as simple to rectnre 
i n  solution in the oil. the gap which earlier gave the 
liquid desirable drainage and flow properties. When 
thin films of nil were e x p o 4  to gas at higher pressure 
they were quickly saturated with diqsolved gas. hut i f  
high-pressure gas were to he brought in to  contact with 
the limited surface of a large body of oil. such as is to 
he found i n  some of our reservoirs. completion of the 
process of ilissolving--and thus affecting the properties 
of all the oil-would require hundreds or even thousands 
of years. Despite this discouraging outlook for mawive 
bodies of oil. repressuring operation? have been carried 
out in certain fields and the rerovery of much nil has 
thus been accomplished. 

If the oil in a reservoir is originally saturated with 
gas a1 the existing pressure. and withdrawals are made 



through a produci11gweJ1. the pressure near the well 
hill drop somewhat below the original ialue. rl"liis 
decrease of pressure tends to cause dissolved gas tu 
separate from the liquid tu some extent. As produc- 
tion from a ue11 proceeds, the zone of lowered pressure 
extends farther hack into tlie formation surrounding the 
bell. The gas separating from the liquid in the very 
small pore spaces in the rock fomis small bubbles. En- 
ergy is required to force these bubbles through the 
minute, devious channels toward the well and flow of 
oil to the well is thus impeded. A certain amount of 
this difficulty is unavoidable, but it again points to the 
desirability of keeping gas in solution in the oil just 
as long as possible in its travel through the reservoir. 
Lower rates of production require less pressure difl'er- 
et~tial near the well. and are theiefore desirable for the 
sake i)l better long-term recoieries. Other means of 
keeping formation pressures high are also helpful in 
this regard. 

Project ii7 pointed out to the industrj that. with suit- 

able precautions, the pressure upon a saturated aolutio~i 
of gas in oil could be lowered by several hundred pounds 
per square inch without the evolution of any gas buh- 
hies. This type of supersaturated sulution could, in 
many cases, be maintained so l o n g a s  no agitation or 
turbulence occurred in the liquid. The advantages of 
this phenomenon in keeping the oil a& Iongas  possible 
in its most mobile condition are sufficiently great that 
the project is now undertaking an extensive program 
of research and investigation of this particular t jpe 
of behavior. 

H ie  scientific information gathered by the workers of 
the project over a period of twenty-five years has been 
made available to the public through technical publi- 
cation channels. i n  addition to two book-length works. 
some 130 scientific journal articles have appeared, and 
the series i r  extending at the rate of about five each 
year. Considered broadly, this form of cooperation be- 
tween indil'try and educational institutions oflcbrs inter- 
estiiig opportunities for benefit to all. 

T H E  M E N  B E H I N D  P R O J E C T  3 7  
Tii I: AMEN c . 4 ~  P E ~ ~ ~ J . E L J M  I JSSTITLTL at its 32nd an- 
nual ineetingiin C h i c a g ~  in PS uvemher. celebrated the 
25th anniver:arj of Project 37. The high point of 
this celehraiiun was the presentation of Certificates of 
Appreciation to two Caltech scientists. for their work 
0 1 1  the project-Drs. Willidn~ I\. Lacey and Bruce H. 
Sage. Profi'rsors of (chemical Eugirieering. 

Dr. Lace) has directed this hydrocarbon research at 
Cal~ech since i t  was first begun 25 years ago. Dr. Sage 
has co-spout-ored the research since 193'7. In making 
its awards to the two men the American Petroleum 
Institute nuied that their work "has been of untold value 
to refiners ;;nd others because ii enabled them to predict 
acruratel) hoiv hydrocarbon mixtures would react under 
gh  en circiinistaii(~es"' and "to save tens of millions of 
barrels of liigli-grade distillate \\hich otherwise might 
liave been lost forever." 

Fiiis is not ihe first time Dr. Lace) and Dr. Sage 
ha\ e been honored for their hydrocarbon research. hi 
1946 I l l ,  Lacey ref-eiied the Hanlon Award ol' the 
Natural </JM)I~IIP Association of America "for meritor- 
ioua service to the natural gas industry." In 1947 he 
vvas give11 the Anthony F. Lucas- (;old Medal of the 
American Institute of Metallurgical Engineers. 

111 1949 1)r. Sage- \ \as  .named the first recipient of the 
'rcrisioti Scientific- f~oiripatij Award of the Americiin 
(21tmical St~rittty lor  achievement in petroleum chemistr) 
for his "contributions to the know ledge ole petroleum 
and its product,?."' 

At Caltech. the Chemical Enghieerir~g department is 
under the joint direction of Dr. I ~ c e y  and Dr. Sage. 
Though the Ij~drorarbori work is. i-it~d ahtays has been. 
their chief research project. it is ce~ ta in l j  not the only 
~ d i i i b  t h q  are en&& in.  

Dr. Lace). for example. successfully manages? to fill 
out a largr portion of his time by serving as Dean of 
Graduate Students at the Institute Like all good deans?. 
moist of the work he does in this position it above J I I ~  

beyond the call of duty. He functions variously as 
career consultant, financial adviser. substitute fat he^.. 
and court of final appeal to the Institute's 600-odd 
graduate students. 

One of his minor chores is to read every thesis 
presented by every candidate for Engineer and Ph.D. 
degrees at Caltech. There are about 90 of these theses 
every year running to a total of about 10.000 tlped 
pages; and covering, of course. a rather wide range. 
In one sitting, fur  example. Dr. Lace) n"iy run through 
"Complex Function Theory for Functions with Values 
and Argumtbnts in Locall) Convex Linear Topulogical 
Spaces," and top it off with "The Course of Vitamin l3, 
Metabolism in Man as Indicated b} the lise uf Hadio- 
active Sulfur. a New Synthesis of l-methyl-5-beta- 
hydroxyeth~lthiazole, and a .kmonstratio~i of Anti-coi~i- 
cidenre Radioactive (hunting Techniques." 

Dr. Lacey came to Caltech a* an instructor in Chein- 
istry in 1916. A graduate of Stdnford ( 1911 ) .  lit" 
received the degree of Chemical Engineer there in 1912. 
He acned a> an assistant in Chemistry at the LJ~~iiersity 
of California froni 1912 to 1915. Ã§liil studyi~ig for hi3 
doctorate there. After he received his degree in 1915 
he worked for  a year as a research chemist lor the 
Giant Pruvder Works in Sdii Fraiiriftco. then served as 
a Researcli Associate at MIT hefore j o i n i n g t h ~  (.'aIterh 
faculty in 1916. 

He Lecamt a full professor at Caltech in 1931. and 
was made Dean of Graduate Students in 1946. fturreed- 
ing the late Richard C ,  Tol.man. He was Chairman oi' 


